
Listen to the song and colour the rainbow. 請掃瞄右方的條碼，唱唱

歌並替彩虹填上顏色。 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Read aloud and write the colours. 朗讀並寫單詞一次。 

Vocabulary (Colours顏色) 

 

red orange yellow green 

    

blue purple pink white 
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Listen to the song and draw the correct number of apples.  

請掃瞄右方的條碼，唱唱歌並依數字繪畫蘋果的數目。 

Vocabulary (Numbers數目)  

 Write  Draw  

one one  

two   

three   

four   

five   

six   

seven   

eight   

nine   

ten ten      
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Write your English name on the lines. 請掃瞄右方的條碼，唱唱歌並在

線上練習寫自己的英文名字。 

e.g. 例:     Chan Tai Man , Ben                              

1.__________________________________________________________ 

2.__________________________________________________________ 

3.__________________________________________________________ 

4.__________________________________________________________ 

5.__________________________________________________________ 
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Hello! I am Chan Tai Man, Ben.  

Nice to meet you!  



Rhymes Appreciation  

Humpty Dumpty 

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall, 

Humpty Dumpty had a great fall. 

All the King's horses, And all the King's men 

Couldn't put Humpty together again! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zkRaxteftOs 

 

Baa Baa Black Sheep  

Baa baa black sheep 

Have you any wool? 

Yes sir, yes sir, 

Three bags full 

One for my master 

And one for my dame 

And one for the little boy 

Who lives in the lane  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7JTmwQI0QDg 
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Five Little Monkeys 

 

Five little monkeys jumping on the bed 

One fell off and bumped his head 

Mama called the doctor, 

And the doctor said 

No more monkeys jumping on the bed 

 

Four little monkeys jumping on the bed  

One fell off and bumped her head 

Mama called the doctor  

And the doctor said, 

No more monkeys jumping on the bed 

 

Three little monkeys jumping on the bed 

One fell off and bumped his head 

Mama called the doctor  

And the doctor said, 

No more monkeys jumping on the bed 

 

Two little monkeys jumping on the bed 

One fell off and bumped her head 

Mama called the doctor 

And the doctor said, 

No more monkeys jumping on the bed 

 

One little monkey jumping on the bed 

He fell off and bumped his head 

Mama called the doctor  

And the doctor said,  

Put those monkeys right to bed 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ov4mKvQtxE 
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